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ABSTRACT
In order to achieve interoperability among learning repositories,
implementers require a common communication framework for
querying. This paper proposes a set of methods referred to as
Simple Query Interface (SQI) as a universal interoperability layer
for educational networks. The methods proposed can be used by a
source for configuring and submitting queries to a target system
and retrieving results from it. The SQI interface can be
implemented in a synchronous or an asynchronous manner. SQI
abstracts from query languages and metadata schemas. SQI has
been evaluated by several prototype implementations
demonstrating its universal applicability, and is on the way to
being standardized in the CEN/ISSS Learning Technologies
Workshop. The latest developments of SQI can be followed at
http://www.prolearn-project.org/lori/.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Information Search
and Retrieval - Search process, H3.7 [Information Storage and
Retrieval]: Digital Libraries - Systems issues, H.3.5 [Information
Storage and Retrieval]: Online Information Services - Web-based
services
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Web puts a huge number of learning resources within reach
of anyone with Internet access. However, many valuable
resources are difficult to find in an efficient manner, because
valuable resources are hidden in the closed and proprietary worlds
of learning (content) management systems, streaming media
servers and online collaboration tools.
Such systems are commonly referred to as learning object
repositories being part of an educational web. Learning object
repositories hold information on learning objects (i.e., metadata),
in order to describe educational artefacts such as courses, online
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tutorials, lecture notes, electronic textbooks, tutoring sessions,
quizzes, etc.
In this paper we propose a common query interface as one part of
the solution for exploring the hidden educational web. The notion
‘hidden web’ refers to the web, which is hidden behind
proprietary search interfaces and authentication mechanisms [14].
This proprietary world of interfaces, leads to a lack of
interoperability. Interoperability can be defined as “the ability of
two or more systems or components to exchange information and
to use the information that has been exchanged” [9]. To a user,
the lack of interoperability, for example, means [16]:


Applications and their data are isolated



Redundant data entry is required.

In order to achieve interoperability on the educational web a
common semantic model is required. The semantic model – also
referred to as ‘ontology’ – should specify the properties of the
learning resources accessible within the repository [20]. Each
declaration of a learning resource property constitutes an
ontological commitment to use the defined term in interactions
with the repository.
Additionally, interoperable learning object repositories are based
on common protocols, which define the interactions between
repositories.
To achieve interoperability, different kinds of protocols can be
used. The Learning Object Repository Interoperability
Framework presented in Figure 1 distinguishes between core
services and application services. Core services are needed, for
example, to agree on a common procedure for uniquely
identifying learning objects. Other core services are related with
authenticating users and repositories, or with creating and
managing sessions for interaction between applications.
Typical applications that make learning repositories interoperable
are, for example, the indexing service, the harvesting service or
the query service. The indexing service, as a kind of replication
service, allows repository A to “push” learning object metadata to
repository B. It supports distributed maintenance of metadata
through insert, delete or update operations. The harvesting service
is a service, where repository A “pulls” metadata from a
repository B. The query service allows repository A to search
repository B for suitable learning resources, so the metadata
transferred matches a specific query. A contracting service
assigns access rights to a learning object stored at a remote
repository. The delivery service interacts with the repository

where the learning resource is stored and delivers an electronic
learning resource to the end user.

work. The paper concludes with a discussion of the status quo and
outlines future work on the interface specification.

Application services make use of core services. For example, the
core service session management might be required for the query
service.
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Figure 1. Interoperability Framework
Both, core and application services, require a common messaging
infrastructure, which enables repositories to interact. XML RPC,
Java RMI, and WSDL/SOAP are examples of such messaging
services. A messaging service is based on a common network
infrastructure and lower level protocols such as TCP/IP, HTTP,
etc. Figure 2 depicts the various layers of Learning Object
Repository Interoperability as described above.
Semantic Model
(e.g., Common Query Schema)
Applications
(e.g., Query, Harvesting)
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(e.g., Session Management)
Messaging Service
(e.g., SOAP, XML RPCs, JRMI)
Network Architecture
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Figure 2. Interoperability Stack
Learning Management Systems (LMS), Learning Content
Management Systems (LCMS), Knowledge Pools, or Brokerage
Platforms are the kind of information technology the interfaces
proposed herein are designed for. Within its focus on the query
interface, this paper targets architects of educational networks,
managers of learning resource repositories, stakeholders in
learning object re-use, as well as researches in web services and
system interoperability. However, although we refer to learning
repositories interoperability with a special focus on learning
object metadata, this query interface can also be used within other
domains and application scenarios [12].
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: While
Section 2 is devoted to specification of the Query Service
including Authentication and Session Management, Section 3
presents implementation of the API. Section 4 reviews related

An Application Program Interface (API) for query services needs
to specify a number of methods a repository can make available in
order to receive and answer queries from other applications.
To distinguish the requestor from the answering system in our
scenarios, the term “source” is introduced in order to label a
system which issues a search (the source of the query). The term
“target” labels the system which is queried (the target of the
query). Alternatively, the “source” can also be referred to as
“requestor” and “target” as “provider”.
Metadata can be stored using different means, such as file-based
repositories, (distributed) relational databases, XML repositories,
or RDF tool kits, which use different query languages constituting
a heterogeneous environment. In order to make learning
repositories interoperable, not only a common interface needs to
be defined, but also a common query language together with a
common results format for learning object descriptions needs to
be agreed on. Interoperability aspects such as common query
schema, results format are part of the semantic model of an
educational network (see Figure 2). This research focuses on the
transport mechanisms required for querying, issues related to the
semantic model are not within the scope of this paper.
The query service is used to send a query in the common query
language to the target. Next, the query results, represented in the
common results format, are transported to the source. On the
implementation level, wrappers may need to be built to convert a
query from a common query language X to a local query language
Y and transform the query and the query results from a
proprietary format to a common one and vice-versa.
Figure 3 illustrates an exchange process, where Learning
Repository A (the source) submits a query to Learning Repository
B (the target). It is assumed that both systems have agreed upon a
common query language beforehand. The concepts used in the
query statement are part of a common (query) schema. At
Repository B, the interface component might need to transfer the
query from the common query language to the local one. Also
some mappings from the common to the proprietary schema
might be required before submitting the search. This task is
performed by a wrapper component. Once the search has yielded
results, the results set is forwarded to the source, formatted
according to a common results format.
The collaborative effort of combining highly heterogeneous
repositories has led to the following requirements:


The API needs to be neutral in terms of results format,
query schema and query language: The repositories
connecting can be of highly heterogeneous nature:
therefore, no assumptions about these components of
interoperability stack can be made.



The API needs to support synchronous and asynchronous queries in order to allow the application of the
API in heterogeneous use cases.



The API needs to support, both, a stateful and a stateless
implementation.



The API shall be based on a session management
concept in order to separate authentication issues from
query management.
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Figure 3. Communication between two Repositories
In addition, the design of the API itself is based on the following
design principles:


Command-Query Separation Principle,



Simple Command Set and Extensibility.

Since one design objective of the API is to keep the specification
simple and easy to implement, the API is labeled Simple Query
Interface (SQI).
The following sub-sections describe each of the above mentioned
design principles in more detail.

2.1 Query Language and Results Format
In order to make use of SQI to implement full query functionality,
the API needs to be complemented with agreements about:

results retrieved from various targets and/or queries previously
submitted to a target.
Please note that the asynchronous query mode does not require an
asynchronous handling on the messaging layer. It can also be
implemented by two synchronous functions at the source and the
target, respectively.
A query interface operated in synchronous mode can perform
multiple queries per session (even simultaneously). In case of an
asynchronously operated query interface, the source provides a
query ID that allows it to link incoming results to a submitted
query (the source might query many targets and each target might
answer to a query by returning more than one result to the
source). Multiple queries can also be active within a session in
asynchronous query mode.



the set of attributes and vocabularies that can be used in
the query,



the query language and its representation,



the representation of list of learning objects that satisfy
the query, and



the representation of individual metadata instances on
learning objects.



Repository A is allowed to query Repository B without
any limitations,

SQI is agnostic on these issues: Any agreement between two or
more repositories is valid for SQI. Such agreements can, for
example, be expressed by XML schemas or RDF schemas.



Repository C is only allowed to retrieve 1000 query
results per day from Repository D at a maximum.

Although SQI does not directly contribute to overcome the
differences of the various paradigms in metadata management
(Z39.50, XML-based approaches, RDF community), it aims to
become an independent specification for all open educational
repositories.

2.2 Synchronous and Asynchronous Queries
SQI can be deployed in two different scenarios: In the
synchronous scenario, the target returns the query results to the
source. Results retrieval is therefore initiated by the source
through the submission of the query and through other methods
allowing the source to access the query results.
In the asynchronous scenario, results transmission is targetinitiated. Whenever a significant amount of matching results is
found, these results are forwarded to the source by the target. To
support this communication the source must implement a results
listener. The source must be able to uniquely identify a query sent
to a particular target (even if the same query is sent to multiple
targets). Otherwise the source is not able to distinguish the search

2.3 Session Management
The application interfaces make abstraction from authentication
and access control issues. However, there is a need to authenticate
the source in order to allow a target, for example, to link query
policies to a source repository. For instance:

Ideally, authentication is performed only once for a series of
interactions. To accomplish this, a session token needs to be
returned after successful authentication that can be used to
identify the system in the subsequent communication.
Session management needs to be understood as a higher-layer
management of configuration settings and authentication. The
session ID serves as a mandatory element in the application
interfaces in order to identify the requestor/source in all query
commands.
Therefore, the SQI is based on a simple session management
concept. A session has to be established before any further
communication can take place. This specification separates query
management and processing from authentication (and query
policy management).
In case of a synchronously operated query interface, the source
establishes a session at the target and uses the Session ID, which
it obtained from the target, to identify itself during
communication. Authentication does not need to be based on
credentials, since also anonymous sessions can be created.

The specification introduces an incomplete list of possible means
for establishing a session for the communication between two
systems.
Once a session has been established, the source has the right to
communicate with the target. In order to establish a session, a user
name and password or any other credential may be required. The
identification of a source repository can prevent candidate target
repositories from opening up their systems to unknown partners,
and enables query policies.
A session is valid until it is destroyed. Hence, it continues to be
active after a query has been executed. Alternatively, a session
times out when no communication takes place during e.g. 30
minutes. However, a session might be valid much longer than 30
minutes and sometimes might even require manual destruction.
The specification assumes the use of secure authentication,
authorization, and encryption mechanisms such as those provided
by state-of-the-art technology (e.g., SSL).

2.4 Stateful and Stateless Communication
Stateful and stateless are attributes that describe whether
repositories are designed to keep track of one or more preceding
events in a given sequence of interactions. Stateful means that the
target repository keeps track of the state of interaction, for
example, by storing the results of a previously submitted query in
a cache. Stateless means that there is no record of previous
interactions and that each interaction request can only be handled
on the basis of the information that comes with it. The SQI
specification allows implementers to opt for a stateful or a
stateless approach.

2.7 Overview of SQI Methods
Table 1 provides an overview of the various methods that are
described below from a workflow perspective. A detailed
description of the methods is provided in the specification [15].
First, the source needs to create a connection with the target, for
example by using createAnonymousSession. Once a session has
been established, the query interface at the target awaits the
submission of a search request. In addition, a number of methods
allow for the configuration of the interface at the target. Query
parameters such as


the query language (setQueryLanguage),



the number of results returned within one results set
(setResultsSetSize),



the
maximum
number
(setMaxQueryResults),



the maximum duration
(setMaxDuration),



and the results format (setResultsFormat)

query

results
execution

Session Management

2.5 Command-Query Separation Principle
SQI design is based on the "Command-Query Separation
Principle". This principle states that every method should either
be a command that performs an action, or a query that returns data
to the caller, but not both. More formally, methods should return a
value only if they are referentially transparent and hence cause no
side-effects. This leads to a style of design that produces clearer
and more understandable interfaces.

createAnonymousSession

The Command-Query Separation (CQS) is a principle of objectoriented computer programming. It was devised by Bertrand
Meyer a part of his work on the Eiffel programming language
[21].

setMaxDuration

2.6 Simple Command Set and Extensibility

synchronousQuery

As a result, additional methods for setting query parameters like
maximum duration and maximum number of returned search
results were introduced. This design choice leads to simpler
methods, but the number of interdependent methods is higher.
However, default values can be used for many of these query
parameter configuration methods.

of

query

can be set with the respective methods. The parameters set via
these methods remain valid throughout the whole session or until
they are set otherwise. If none of the methods is used before the
first query is submitted, default values are assumed. The
specification provides default values for MaxQueryResults and
MaxDuration, and ResultsSetSize.

createSession

In order to make the interface easily extensible an approach,
minimizing the number of parameters of the various methods
rather than the number of methods is adopted. Variations of the
interface (e.g., a separation between common query schema and
common results format), can easily be introduced by adding a
new function (e.g., setSupportedQuerySchema) while no change
in the already implemented methods is needed. Hereby,
backwards compatibility can be more easily maintained.

of

destroySession
Query Parameter Configuration
setResultsFormat
setMaxQueryResults
Synchronous Query Interface
setResultsSetSize
getTotalResultsCount
Asynchronous Query Interface
asynchronousQuery
setSourceLocation
queryResultsListener
Table 1. SQI Methods
Next, the source submits a query, using either the
asynchronousQuery or the synchronousQuery method. The query
is then processed by the target and produces a set of records,
referred to as results set. The query is expressed in a query
language identified through a query parameter. In the query,
reference to a common schema might be made. In synchronous
mode the query results are directly returned by the
synchronousQuery method. The getTotalResultsCount method
returns the total number for matching metadata records found by
the target operating. In case of an asynchronously operated query

interface the queryResultsListener method is called by the target
to forward the query results to the source.
In order to report abnormal situations (e.g., erroneous parameters
or inability to carry out an operation), an SQIFault is provided,
which can be thrown by all the SQI methods. A system of fault
codes permits to document those abnormal situations.

3. Implementations
Since the first stable version of the specification was made
available in March 2004 many learning repositories have taken
advantage of SQI to connect them to the outside world. Under the
auspices of the CEN/ISSS Learning Technologies Workshop the
following projects took advantage of the SQI specification.

3.1 ARIADNE
The core of the ARIADNE Knowledge Pool System (KPS) [5] is
a distributed network of Learning Object Repositories that
replicate both (the publicly available subset of) content and
metadata. On top of this core infrastructure, ARIADNE provides
its members with a set of tools that are loosely coupled with the
KPS [17]. Through these tools, the user community can
transparently manage learning objects.
Currently, each node in this distributed network implements a
relational metadata store, on top of which both a synchronous and
an asynchronous SQI target are provided.
The synchronous target lowers the threshold for integrating a
query API into a third party application that aims to provide
access to the KPS. In this scenario, an application sends queries to
one synchronous target and only downloads additional results
when they are needed.
With the asynchronous target, interoperability with intermediary
services is targeted. As these services usually distribute queries
over a large number of repositories, asynchronous communication
is more fault-tolerant. As all results are collected through one
results listener, it is easier to manage and hence more convenient
in this scenario.
In order to provide ARIADNE members access to other
repositories, a federated search engine [18] has been developed.
This engine offers a synchronous SQI interface to front-end
applications. SILO, the ARIADNE search & indexation tool, uses
this target e.g. to query a set of repositories. In the back-end, the
federated search engine forwards the query to different SQI
enabled repositories. Currently, searches are distributed into the
following repositories: ARIADNE, EdNA Online, EducaNext,
Merlot, Pond, RDN, SMETE, and VOCED. As all these
repositories support different query languages, which do not
always easily map into one another, we started with an approach
where a least common denominator of all query languages was
implemented. In this approach, the query only consists of search
terms which are translated by each repository into a query it can
process.
Currently, ARIADNE requires each partner to return a minimum
of metadata fields, encoded as LOM XML: a URL, an identifier, a
title and an identifier of the originating repository. The URL
should resolve to the learning object. If access to the learning
object is prohibited, the URL resolves to contact information. A
repository identifier is necessary to give credits in a proper way to
repository that yielded the results. Apart from the data elements
mentioned above, all other LOM metadata fields are optional in
the results.

3.2 CELEBRATE and ICLASS
The iClass adapter is a component of the Intelligent distributed
Cognitive-based Learning System for Schools (iClass) [8]. It
enables the end-users of “non-iClass” systems, such as the
learning management systems and learning content management
systems that are members of the Celebrate federation [19], to
search and access iClass contents (i.e., metadata and learning
objects). In iClass, metadata are stored in a peer-to-peer network
of metadata repositories named “content server” and learning
objects are stored in a peer-to-peer network of learning objects
repositories named “content distribution system”. Usually,
obtaining a learning object is a two-step process:
1. Searching and evaluating metadata: Selecting a learning
object that satisfies user needs on the basis of the description
provided in the metadata;
2. Consuming the learning object: Getting the selected learning
object at the location (usually a URL) provided in the
metadata.
Using a standard and open interface is a strong requirement in
order to enable as many learning systems as possible to search
and access the iClass collections of learning objects. The
simplicity of SQI, its ability to be used in combination with any
query language and results format, and its asynchronous query
mode make it a good candidate interface for searching the iClass
content server.
In iClass, metadata provide an identifier of the learning object
rather than its location. Actually, the adaptive and multimedia
nature of the iClass learning objects combined with the peer-topeer nature of the content distribution system makes it difficult to
access learning objects directly. This is why an extra step is
required to resolve the location of a learning object identified in
the metadata. This “resolve-location” step is used to propagate a
request for location from repository to repository until an instance
of the requested learning object is found. The learning object is
then moved to a streaming server close to the location of its
requester and a URL from which the learning object can be
consumed is returned by the content distribution system. Since
this process has potentially a certain duration, the content
distribution system answers to these requests asynchronously in
order to ensure adequate performance of the caller, in this case the
iClass adapter. It is only when a learning object is available at a
given streaming server that its location is known and can be
returned.
Since there does not exist an open interface for performing this
step asynchronously and rather than create an ad hoc interface, it
was decided to use SQI for this task as well by taking advantage
of SQI independence in terms of query languages and results
formats. This is achieved by adding a new “query language” (for
requesting a location) and a new “results format” (for returning a
location) to the list of languages and formats supported by the
iClass adapter [12]. The new query language is named
“ICLASS-LO-ID”. A query in this ad hoc language consists of
the requested learning object's identifier as found in the metadata.
The results format is named “URL”. A result in this format
consists of a URL pointing to the requested learning object.
This solution permits the minimization of the cost of
implementing a “resolve-learning-object-location” step for those
learning object repositories that already use SQI for searching
metadata. It is currently implemented as an extension of the SQI
gateway of Celebrate.

3.3 ELENA’s Smart Spaces for Learning
In order to achieve interoperability among heterogeneous
educational systems, the ELENA project has implemented a novel
infrastructure and software solution using various Semantic Web
technologies. This infrastructure is built on the following corner
stones:
1.

A common API for querying, the Simple Query
Interface (SQI) with a web-service based instantiation
of the API,

2.

A common semantic model for querying and results
format presentation, instantiated in XML and RDF.

3.

Re-usable components for integrating existing systems
with a minimum effort based on query languages, such
as QEL and XQuery.

The goal of this infrastructure is the realization of a Smart Space
for Learning that allows us to integrate heterogeneous educational
nodes in a semantic network and provide ‘smart’ access
technology for it [16]. In combination with process-support for
learning goal definition, personalized search, and feedback tools
the educational semantic network (the ‘space’) plays a crucial role
for supporting corporate personnel development. The broad
variety of learning resource types available allows us to
significantly widen the scope of learning resource choices.
Hereby, potential learners are not stuck with the course offerings
of a particular provider or are restricted to a particular learning
format, for example, a costly classroom-based course, but can
expand their search to several types of learning formats, for
example, books from Amazon, and providers. One driving force
for the development of this feature has been an extensive
requirements analyze, which has lead to the need of integrating
resources of heterogeneous formats, in educational search tools
[6].
For all connected systems we created a mapping to the common
schema, which enabled us to issue queries against this schema.
We expressed the common schema in RDF and used QEL as a
query language.
So far, we have connected several systems to our network that can
all be accessed by the personnel development portal HCD Online
[4]. For all systems we had to create a mapping to establish the
connection between the local metadata representation and our
common schema. This was a challenging task, since these systems
not only use different local schemas, but also differ how they
represent the metadata.
The ULI Campus stores the metadata in RDF files. Academic and
commercial learning (content) management systems (e.g.
EducaNext, CLIX) or course databases (course catalog of the
Vienna Executive Academy) often store the metadata in relational
databases. They again used DBMSs from different vendors, in our
case Oracle, Postgresql, MySQL, and Firebird, which cause
difficulties in the way query results are encoded. Other systems
store their metadata in XML files (Metzingen Continuing
Education Center, EduSource educational network of Canada). A
query translation technique, that translates QEL queries into
corresponding XQuery queries was developed. Based on this
translation technique we were able to integrate also other systems
(LASON, Knowledgebay) using a native XML database (eXist).
Again a different approach was required for integrating the media
store of Amazon. Amazon offers a Web Services interface, so we
had access to their rich metadata, stored in a proprietary format.
We developed a query translation of QEL queries into Amazon

search objects, which enabled a smooth integration of the
available metadata.
We faced different kinds of challenges when integrating entire
P2P networks (Edutella). While other systems usually give
synchronous answers to queries, in case of Edutella we had to
handle asynchronous answers from the network.

4. Related Work
OpenURL [3] as well as the Content Object Repository Discovery
and Resolution Architecture (CORDRA) [2] are initiatives that
investigate the “Identifying” problem. The work on SQI is
“orthogonal” to this, in that queries and results can refer to
identifiers of arbitrary nature.
Z39.50-International: Next Generation (ZING) covers a number
of initiatives by Z39.50 implementers to make Z39.50 [11, 22]
more broadly available and to make Z39.50 more attractive to
information providers, developers, vendors, and users. SRW is the
Search/Retrieve Web Service protocol, which is developed within
ZING and aims to integrate access to various networked
resources, and to promote interoperability between distributed
databases, by providing a common utilization framework. SRW is
a web-service-based protocol [23]. SRW takes advantage of CQL
("Common Query Language"), a powerful query language, which
is a human-readable query.
SRW has many similarities with SQI, but also some differences.
SRW is purely synchronous (source-initiated), i.e. query results
are returned with the response. Additional query results can be
retrieved later from the results set stored at the target for a predefined amount of time. SRU, the Search and Retrieve URL
Service, is a companion service to SRW, the Search and Retrieve
Web Service. Its primary difference is its access mechanism: SRU
is a simple HTTP GET form of the service [1]. SRW encourages
the use of Dublin Core, but is in general schema neutral (like
SQI). SRW packs all the functionalities in a few methods and
does not adhere to the “Command-Query separation principle”.
SRW does not provide hooks for authentication and access
control nor is it based on a session management concept. It
defines an Explain operation, allowing a client to easily discover
the capabilities and facilities available at a particular server. SRW
uses a rich set of XML-encoded application level diagnostics for
reporting errors. SQI uses faults.
The purpose of the IMS Digital Repository Interoperability (DRI)
Specification [10] is to provide recommendations for the
interoperation of the most common repository functions. The DRI
specification presents five core commands, i.e. search/expose,
gather/expose, alert/expose, submit/store, and request/deliver, on
a highly abstract level. The specification leaves many design
choices for implementers. For example, while recommending
Z39.50 (with its own query language) it also recommends XQuery
as a query language. The query service does distinguish between
asynchronous and synchronous query mode.
The EduSource project [7] aims to implement a holistic approach
to building a network for learning repositories. As part of its
communication protocol - referred to as the EduSource
Communication Language (ECL) -, the IMS Digital Repository
Specification was bound and implemented. A gateway for
connecting between EduSource and the NSDL initiative, as well
as a federated search connecting EduSource, EdNA and Smete
serve as a first showcase.

OKI (Open Knowledge Initiative) is a development project for a
flexible and open system to support on-line training on Internet
[13]. OKI has issued specifications for a system architecture
adapted to learning management functions. One of the main
characteristics of the project is its commitment to the open source
approach for software component development. OKI supplies
specifications for a model of functional architecture and an API
called Open Service Interface Definition (OSID). OKI OSID main
aspects are:

discussed in the light of privacy regulations and the capabilities of
the query / retrieval semantics used on top of SQI.

6. Concluding Remarks



To supply specifications for a flexible and open source
model of functional architecture

In order to achieve interoperability among learning repositories,
implementers require a common communication framework for
querying. This paper proposes a set of methods referred to as SQI
as a universal interoperability layer for educational networks. At
the time of writing 15 educational systems were registered at a
preliminary SQI registry available at http://www.prolearnproject.org/lori/ and new implementations are ongoing.



Service Interface Definitions (SIDs) organize a
hierarchy of packages, classes and agents and propose
Java versions of these SIDs for use in Java-based
systems and also as models for other object-oriented
and service-based implementations.

The SQI case also shows how a standardization effort can go hand
in hand with implementation work. While implementation
feedback influences the standard development, only the umbrella
of a standardization project can catalyze interoperability
initiatives.



Components developed by OKI are compliant with
specifications issued by IMS and ADL SCORM.
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5. Limitations and Discussion
This paper presented the specification of the Simple Query
Interface and the rationale behind its development. Although the
effectiveness of the specification has been proven by several
implementations, some issues still need to be further investigated.
Status Management: Methods supporting search status
management could be added, for example, for cancellation of
search, or query status reporting. This would allow a user at a
source to cancel a search processed by a target. Similarly, query
status reporting would enable a user at a source to be informed
about the progress of a search processed by a target.
Explain Method and/or Capabilities Schema: No method for
retrieving the capabilities of an SQI node is provided. One option
here is an “explain” method. Such a method would return an SQI
Profile Record that holds information on the query languages and
results formats supported. Alternatively, a set of methods such as
getSupportedQueryMode,
getSupportedQueryLanguages,
getSupportedResultsFormats, could be provided. Still another
alternative is to use the SQI API itself to retrieve descriptions of
the capabilities of a target (similar to the way that system tables
can be queried in SQL databases). Hereby, the API could be used
to answer questions like: Which query languages are supported?
Which schemas are supported? Which query modes are
supported? How many learning resources are available? In which
format are results available? A schema describing these
capabilities would be needed.
In order to be able to set all SQI parameters (queryLanguage,
maxQueryResults, maxDuration, resultsFormat etc.) at once,
without having to call the various individual methods separately,
an additional setQueryParameters method could be introduced
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